Introduction {#sec0001}
============

Extensive research is underway to identify and validate a wide variety of potential interventions to treat COVID-19, as well as other coronaviruses, in addition to evaluating best practices in aggressive symptomatic and supportive care. What follows is an overview of the medications, other therapeutic agents, and a variety of interventions, including hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBOT), that have shown some clinical benefit, and emerged as possible treatment candidates.

It is worth noting that the use of interventions discussed may be predicated on the level of illness and stage of severity, extrapulmonary involvement and other factors. Moreover some may play a role in combination instead of as single agents. For example, a recent British study suggests dexamethasone may have a role for treating severe or ventilator dependent patients, but little clinical utility in less severely ill patients.

Every effort has been made to provide the clinician with a list of available and potentially useful medications as possible agents against COVID-19. To be sure what follows is not the complete list, given the unprecedented worldwide efforts of research laboratories, academic, and the pharmaceutical industry, in terms of new medications being designed to treat coronaviruses. Nor does it exhaust the list of therapeutics currently approved for other indications now being repurposed as a potential treatment for COVID-19 or other pathogenic coronaviruses. And as of 06/09/20 there are no US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) medications approved specifically for the treatment of COVID-19. However there are limited candidates, such as remdesivir that have been given FDA emergency use authorization or other FDA special use guidance, such as convalescent plasma.

[Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"} (1) represents the various, and complex pathways involved in the viral life cycle, along with virus -host interactions, and with it potential opportunities for antivirals and vaccines. Several of the therapeutics discussed in the following section may be found in this figure.

**References** 1.Zhou H, Fang Y, Xu T, Ni WJ, et al. Potential therapeutic targets and promising drugs for combating SARS‐CoV‐2. British Journal of Pharmacology 05/05/20 <https://doi.org/10.1111/bph.15092>. Last accessed 07/29/20.

Remdesivir {#sec0002}
==========

Remdesivir (GS 5734) is a monophasic nucleotide analogue prodrug, which metabolizes to an active C adenosine nucleoside triphosphate analogue (1--19). It is an inhibitor of the viral RNA-dependent, RNA polymerase that was found to interrupt viral replication ([Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"} ) (1, 5, 7--10, 14--20). Nucleoside analogues are a class of antiviral therapeutics that are utilized clinically to treat several viruses, including hepatitis B, hepatitis C, and HIV (1, 3--7).Fig. 1COVID-19 Viral structure and protein targeting strategy for potential therapeutics (1).Fig. 1

Among the potential antivirals, Remdesivir (GS-5734) has demonstrated clinical benefit against coronaviruses, with some positive results noted with SARS and MERS (4, 11, 18, 20).

Remdesivir has been studied as a potential coronavirus replication inhibitor, including of late multiple clinical trials involving use against COVID-19 (1, 6, 11, 14). Noted to have inhibitory activity against SARS and the Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS),(1, 4, 14, 18, 20) was identified early as a promising therapeutic candidate for Covid-19 because of its ability to inhibit SARS-CoV-2 in vitro (5, 10). In addition, in nonhuman primate studies, when Remdesivir was initiated 12 h after inoculation with MERS-CoV9,(5, 11, 14), there was a noted reduction in lung virus levels and lung damage. In murine lung MERS infection models, Remdesivir prevented lung hemorrhage as well as reduced lung titers of virus compared to other agents (1, 21)

In various clinical trials Remdesivir demonstrated not only activity against RNA viruses, including SARS, MERS, but zoonotic coronaviruses, and human coronaviruses HCoV-OC43 and HCoV-229E, which are among the various viruses that cause what is referred to as "the common cold."

As reported by de Wit et al, remdesivir revealed in a nonhuman primate model *in vivo* activity (prophylactic and therapeutic) against the MERS coronavirus (14). Remdesivir was noted in non human primate study, when initiated 12 h after inoculation with MERS-CoV, it reduced lung virus levels, as well as lung damage. More recently multiple studies have demonstrated clinical benefit from Remdesivir. In human trials, Remdesivir has shown in vitro and in vivo benefit against COVID-19.

Clinical improvement in COVID-19 patients.(REM 107) has been demonstrated with Remdesivir. Moreover early analysis of the Adaptive COVID-19 Treatment Trial (NCT04280705) demonstrated improvement in the primary endpoint for patients receiving remdesivir, compared to control. Remdesivir resulted in a 31% faster time to recovery. Extensive research continues geoglobally.

Owing to the clinical benefit associated with early test results involving Remdesivir, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration issued an Emergency Use Authorization which allows the emergency use of Remdesivir with an indication for the treatment of hospitalized COVID-19 patients. This is the first FDA authorization of an investigational therapeutic for use in treating SARS-CoV-2 (22--24).

In May 2020, the results from a multicenter study involving 1063 hospitalized patients with laboratory test confirmed COVID -- 19 infection, who had clinical signs and symptoms of lower respiratory tract involvement randomly selected for treatment with either Remdesivir or placebo were published (5). Clinical benefit was noted early in the study, such that the data and safety monitoring board recommended early unmasking of the study. The primary outcome was time to recovery, and the secondary outcome was odds of improvement.

Patients were randomly assigned to Remdesivir, with dosing schedule of a 200 mg loading dose on day 1, followed by 100 mg daily for up to 9 additional days, or placebo for up to 10 days. Their primary outcome measure was time to recovery, defined by either discharge from the hospital or hospitalization for infection control purposes only. A total of 1059 patients were involved in the study, of which 538 were assigned to Remdesivir, and 521 to placebo.

The Remdesivir group experienced shortened time to recovery, compared with placebo group (5). Of note, patients receiving Remdesivir treatment had a median recovery time of 11 days (95% confidence interval \[CI\], 9 to 12), compared with 15 days (95% CI, 13 to 19) administered the placebo, with a rate ratio for recovery, 1.32; 95% CI 1.12 to 1.55; p\<0.001). The Kaplan-Meier estimates of death by 14 days were 7.1% in the Remdesivir group, and 11.9% for those receiving placebo. Serious adverse events were reported for 114 of the 541 patients receiving Remdesivir group (21.1%) compared to 141 of the 522 patients in the placebo group (27.0%). The most common adverse events in the remdesivir group were anemia or decreased hemoglobin (43 events \[7.9%\], as compared with 47 \[9.0%\] Of note not all patients in either group completed the trial for a variety of reasons.

Results were variable depending upon level of illness, underlying comorbid conditions, and other issues. According to researchers, the benefit was most apparent in patients with a baseline ordinal score of 5 (requiring oxygen). Unknowns remain given the number of patients completing the study, variations in healthcare delivery across test sites, and other potential limitations to the study.

The authors also cite a randomized trial from China involved 237 patients where 158 received Remdesivir and 79 placebo (13). The time to clinical improvement, which involved a two-point improvement in score on the ordinal scale, was 21.0 days (95% CI, 13.0 to 28.0) for the Remdesivir group and 23.0 days (95% CI, 15.0 to 28.0) for the placebo group, with a hazard ratio for clinical improvement of 1.23 (95% CI, 0.87 to 1.75). There were also challenges noted with this study (5).

The researchers disclose several important issues to consider, including an early change in primary outcome during the study. Nevertheless, the FDA is allowing Remdesivir to be made available for clinical use under an emergency-use authorization for the treatment of adults and children with severe Covid-19 disease (5). Severity defined as having an oxygen saturation of less than 94 percent, requiring supplemental oxygen, mechanical ventilation or a heart-lung bypass machine, ECMO (5).

Their conclusion - Remdesivir was superior to placebo in shortening the time to recovery in adults hospitalized with Covid-19 and evidence of lower respiratory tract infection. The authors also note the data release are preliminary findings, but assert their study supports the use of Remdesivir for patients who are hospitalized with Covid-19 and require supplemental oxygen therapy. They further state *".... given high mortality despite the use of Remdesivir, it is clear that treatment with an antiviral drug alone is not likely to be sufficient. Future strategies should evaluate antiviral agents in combination with other therapeutic approaches or combinations of antiviral agents to continue to improve patient outcomes in Covid-19."* (5).

Beigel et al report other important outcomes. The odds of improvement in the ordinal scale score were higher in the Remdesivir group at day 15 visit, than in the placebo group. Mortality was lower in the remdesivir group than placebo group, but the difference was not significant (hazard ratio for death, 0.70; 95% CI, 0.47 to 1.04; 1059 patients). The Kaplan--Meier estimates of mortality by 14 days were 7.1% and 11.9% in the Remdesivir and placebo groups, respectively. The Kaplan-- Meier estimates of mortality by 28 days are not reported in this preliminary analysis, given the large number of patients that had yet to complete day 29 visits. An analysis with adjustment for baseline ordinal score as a stratification variable showed a hazard ratio for death of 0.74 (95% CI, 0.50 to 1.10) (5).

Owing to the recent FDA emergency use approval of Remdesivir (23, 24), it is important to share the safety outcomes in Beigel et al (5). They report serious adverse events in 114 patients (21.1%) in the remdesivir group and 141 patients (27.0%) in the placebo group. They note 4 events (2 in each group) were judged by site investigators related to either remdesivir or placebo. No deaths were attributed to treatment assignment, as judged by the site investigators. Grade 3 or 4 adverse events occurred in 156 Remdesivir patients (28.8%), and 172 in placebo group (33.0%).

The most commonly noted adverse events in the Remdesivir group (R group) or Placebo (P group) (5):•Anemia or decreased hemoglobin (R group 43 events \[7.9%\] P group 47 \[9.0%\]•Acute kidney injury (AKI) - decreased estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) or creatinine clearance, or increased blood creatinine (Cr) Remdesivir \[7.4%\], Placebo \[7.3%\])•Pyrexia R group 27 events \[5.0%\], P group 17 \[3.3%\])•Hyperglycemia or increased blood glucose level, R group 22 events \[4.1%\], P group 17 \[3.3%\])•Elevated LFTs - increased aminotransferase levels including alanine aminotransferase, aspartate aminotransferase, or both R group 22 events \[4.1%\], P group 31 \[5.9%\]).

Beyond these, the authors report the incidence of adverse events was not found to be significantly different between Remdesivir or placebo groups.

The study conclusion, which the FDA seems to agree, suggest a 10- day course of treatment with Remdesivir was superior to placebo in the treatment of hospitalized patients with Covid-19. The early success led them to un-blind the research. The authors revealed the results of the study earlier than planned due to early positive clinical results. These findings were deemed to be of immediate importance for the care of patients still participating in the trial as well as for those outside the trial who might benefit from treatment with Remdesivir (5).

In other research, such as Phase 1 studies (1, 25) IV infusions ranging in dose from 3 mg to 225 mg were well tolerated w/out evidence of hepatic or renal toxicity. The pharmacokinetics were linear within those dose ranges, and revealed an intracellular t ½ of 35 h. In multi-dose studies, reversible aspartate aminotransferase and alanine transaminase elevations were reported. Caution is raised in administering to patients with eGFR less than 30 mL/min. The use in women who are pregnant and children should be through compassionate use, or clinical trial.

According to the FDA, Health and Human Services Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) *"Remdesivir is authorized for use under an EUA only for the treatment of patients with suspected or laborator confirmed SARS Cov2 infection and severe COVID19. Severe disease is defined as patients with an oxygen saturation (SpO2) less than or equal to 94% on room air or requiring supplemental oxygen, mechanical ventilation, and/or extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO). Remdesivir is authorized for adult or pediatric patients who are admitted to a hospital and for whom use of an IV agent is clinically appropriate. Remdesivir must be administered intravenously."* (23, 24)

Remdesivir is not currently known to be a significant inducer or inhibitor of the cytochrome P450 (CYP450) enzymes, but monitoring when coadministered with strong inducers/inhibitors is still recommended (1, 21, 26, 27). Elevated transaminases with treatment is known, but considered reversible upon treatment cessation. Kidney injury has been reported (1).

Remdesivir is administered via an intravenous injection (IV) as follows\*:•Day 1- loading dose 200 mg in adults,○Adjusted for body weight in pediatric patients•Day 2 up to Day 10 -- administer 100 mg every 24 h in adults

\*At the time of publication this information is correct. As with any therapeutic agent trialed against COVID-19 be alert to adaptations in dosing schedules.
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Hydroxychloroquine {#sec0003}
==================

Hydroxychloroquine is an aminoquinoline class drug with extensive use in the treatment of rheumatologic disorders such as rheumatoid arthritis, chronic inflammatory diseases include systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), as well as malaria (1--3).

Hydroxychloroquine and chloroquine have gained significant attention during the COVID-19 pandemic with various claims of clinical success emanating primarily from small trials, and anecdotal reports.

Chloroquine is noted to inhibit the production/release of TNF and IL-6, both associated with cytokine storm ([Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"} ) (4). It has been postulated that chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine can attenuate the cytokine storm associated with COVID-19 (4, 5).Fig. 2Mechanism of cytokine storm in COVID-19 and potential therapy.Fig. 1

In addition to immunomodulatory effects achieved by attenuating cytokine production, inhibiting autophagy and lysosomal activity in host cells is also noted. They also appear to block viral entry into cells by inhibiting glycosylation of host receptors, prteoloytic processing and endosomal acidification. In vitro studies with choloroquine demonstred inhibition of COVID-19, as did hydroxycholoroquine.

Reports from China suggest good results and clinical benefit, but detailed information about some of the research have been unavailable for peer review (1). An open-label study from France involving 36 patients also revealed superior clinical results in the hydroxychloroquine group, but also note azithromycin was added to this group in several patients, which resulted in improved viral clearance. There were some limitations to this study, including removal of 6 patients in the treatment group resulting from critical illness or treatment associated adverse events. Over the last several months there have been reports of clinical benefit from Hydroxychloroquine.

A small study from Shanghai where patients were treated with 400 mg hydroxychloroquine x 5 days compared with a control group receiving conventional treatment only, revealed by day 7, nearly 90% of both treatment and control groups had negative viral throat swabs. Of note, all the patients in the study received aerosolized interferon alpha by nebulizer (3, 6).

Recent research suggests hydroxychloroquine may be a more potent antiviral than chloroquine (3, 7). The safety profile of both drugs is well known in the treatment of non-COVID-19 patients, having been prescribed in large numbers both in the US and other countries.

Recently a large observational study involving the use of hydroxychloroquine in the treatment of COVID -- 19 was published (3). The authors reviewed the association between hydroxychloroquine use and intubation or death at a large advanced care medical center in New York City. They hypothesized those treated with hydroxychloroquine would demonstrate lower risk of intubation or death when adjusted for major predictors of respiratory failure, and weighted to propensity scores to assess probability of hydroxychloroquine use.

Of 1446 consecutive patients, 1376 were reviewed for inclusion into the study. In their conclusion the authors stated hydroxychloroquine administration was not associated with either a greatly lowered or an increased risk of the composite end point of intubation or death. Random controlled trials of hydroxychloroquine in patients with COVID-19 are needed (3). The authors note the observational design and wide confidence intervals (CI) do not commend the study to recommend use or avoidance of hydroxychloroquine. The authors caution that hydroxychloroquine should be administered only in clinical trial settings. They also state that at their healthcare facility, hydroxychloroquine is not suggested for the treatment of COVID019 at this time.

In spite of complex biostatistical modeling and approaches, this study also had multiple variables and confounding issues, that could have impacted the results, including a not insignificant number of patients that came out of the study for various reasons. Multiple interventions were also administered, and while good effort to match the various groups was evident, as the authors state, this was not a randomized controlled prospective clinical trial such that the results must be interpreted with caution.

While there is of yet no optimum dose established for chloroquine or hydroxychloroquine in the treatment of COVID-19, dosing recommendations for hydroxychloroquine have been based upon their use treating rheumatologic illness such as SLE - 400 mg orally daily (1, 8). Other dosing has been suggested, positing the question about high versus low doses (9). Using pharmacokinetic modeling, one study recommended administering a loading dose of 400 mg twice daily for day 1, followed by 200 mg twice daily on subsequent days to treat COVID-19 (1, 10). Other doses based upon other clinical experiences have been posited as well.

In some Chinese trials using chloroquine as a treatment for COVID-19, the dosing was as follows (4, 5):Patient weight more than 50 kg = administered 500 mg twice a day, × 7 daysPatient weight less than 50 kg = administered 500 mg twice a day × 2 days, then 500 mg once a day x 5 days

Clearly further studies are needed not just to determine the clinical role of hydroxychloroquine in the treatment of COVID-19, but also to identify the optimal dose.

It should be noted that while there are isolated reports of benefit from hydroxychloroquine, and that generally speaking the aminoquinolines are relatively safe to use, there are adverse side effect risks. QTc prolongation has been reported, along with hypoglycemia, neuropsychiatric effects, and retinopathy (1, 11, 12). If hydroxychloroquine is considered for use, preferably as part of a clinical trial, baseline electrocardiogram (EKG) and regular cardiac monitoring should be obtained. Caution should be given when co-administering other potential QT interval prolonging agents, such as azithromycin, and fluoroquinolones (1, 13). Hydroxychloroquine is also a CYP 2D6, CYP 3A4, CYP 3A5, and CYP 2C8 substrate (1, 14).

Hydroxychloroquine seems to have had some beneficial effects on some patients, but data remain equivocal. Because the issue of hydroxychloroquine in the treatment of COVID-19 has yet to be settled, and acknowledging there are risks from adverse events, the FDA has discouraged the use of Hydroxychloroquine and chloroquine for the treatment of COVID-19 except in a monitored health care setting and/or clinical trial.

Currently there are multiple randomized control trials (RCT) underway involving chloroquine, and hydroxychloroquine, to further evaluate their potential effectiveness in the treatment of COVID - 19 (1). Additionally, there are studies either in process or soon to be that are assessing the role of chloroquine as prophylaxis for health care workers, and hydroxychloroquine for post exposure prophylaxis associated with high risk exposures (1, 14).

Perhaps the ideal role for aminoquinolines will be as part of a therapeutic cocktail utilizing multiple medications with different mechanisms of action for synergistic effect in the treatment of COVID-19, or perhaps certain subpopulations -- by demographic or clinical category may proved a better fit for hydroxychloroquine and chloroquine. Further study is required (15).

Most recently prior to completion of this article a study was reported (16). A double blind placebo RCT study involving various regions of the United States and Canada was conducted to study the potential role of hydroxychloroquine as possible post-exposure prophylaxis (PEP). Adults with a known household or occupational exposure with someone who tested positive for Covid-19 defined as a distance of less than 6 ft for more than 10 min while wearing neither a face mask nor an eye shield (high-risk exposure) or while wearing a face mask but no eye shield (moderate-risk exposure). Participants within 4 days post exposure were randomly assigned to receive placebo or hydroxychloroquine (800 mg once, followed by 600 mg in 6 to 8 h, then 600 mg daily for 4 additional days). The primary outcome was the incidence of either laboratory-confirmed Covid-19 or illness compatible with Covid-19 within 14 days.

They enrolled 821 asymptomatic participants. Overall, 87.6% of the participants (719 of 821) reported a high-risk exposure to a confirmed Covid-19 contact. The study results revealed an incidence of new illness compatible with Covid-19 did not differ significantly between participants receiving hydroxychloroquine (49 of 414 \[11.8%\]) and those receiving placebo (58 of 407 \[14.3%\]); the absolute difference was −2.4 percentage points (95% confidence interval, −7.0 to 2.2; P=0.35). Side effects were more common with hydroxychloroquine than with placebo (40.1% vs. 16.8%), but no serious adverse reactions were reported (16).

It should also be noted that while in March 2020 the FDA issued an Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) allowing hydroxychloroquine and chloroquine to be administered in COVID-10 patients, owing to anti-inflammatory and antiviral potential, but as of 15 June 2020 the FDA revoked the EUA (17, 18). "FDA has concluded that, based on this new information and other information discussed in the attached memorandum, it is no longer reasonable to believe that oral formulations of HCQ and CQ may be effective in treating COVID-19, nor is it reasonable to believe that the known and potential benefits of these products outweigh their known and potential risks." (18).
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Lopinavir-Ritonavir {#sec0004}
===================

Is an oral antiviral medication FDA approved for the treatment of HIV (1--5). Studies have shown Lopinavir/Ritonavir had in vitro activity against coronaviruses through inhibition of 3 chymotrypsin-like protease (3 CL protease). Most studies utilized Lopinavir/Ritonavir against SARS, with a few against MERS. Retrospective studies with SARS patients revealed a decreased mortality and use of intubation, but these were retrospective, and observational, so their generalizability is limited. Of note, treatment must begin early; in cases with delayed treatment using Lopinavir/Ritonavir, they had no beneficial effect on outcome (1, 6, 7).

As a possible treatment for COVID-19 infection there have been case reports and small retrospective studies. Cao et al revealed results from an open label RCT that compared lopinavir/ritonavir with standard care in 199 patients infected with COVID019 (1, 8). Median time from symptom onset to randomization was 13 days. Primary outcome was time to clinical improvement or hospital discharge. Viral clearance was also assessed. A subgroup analysis looking at patients who received treatment within 12 days was also implemented. No significant differences in viral clearance, or 28 day mortality rates were observed. Results were similar between groups in other outcomes measures.

The doses most frequently recommended for lopinavir/ritonavir for the treatment of COVID-19 is 400 mg/100mg twice daily for up to 14 days. Of note, there remains potential for significant drug-drug interactions, and adverse drug reactions. These can be severe, and include nausea, vomiting and diarrhea in upward of 28% of patients, and hepatotoxicity, which has been reported in 2 -- 10% (1, 9). An important consideration -- reports suggest approximately 20% to 30% of patients infected with COVID-19 have elevated transaminases at presentation (1, 10). COVID-19 may cause liver damage; these antivirals could exacerbate the hepatic injury. And in multiple COVID-19 studies, elevated transaminase levels are an exclusion criterion. Pancreatitis is also possible, along with cardiac conduction abnormalities. Moreover an RCT revealed \~50% of lopinavir/ritonavir patients suffer from an adverse effect, with 14% discontinued treatment due to gastrointestinal side effects (1,8). Careful review of medications and patient comorbidities, as well as close monitoring should be done if this combination drug is considered.

In terms of pharmacology considerations, lopinavir/ritonavir therapy is a CYP 3A4 inhibitor and substrate, multiple other CYP enzyme inducer and substrate, p-GP substrate, and UGT1A1 inducer (1).
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Lopinavir/Ritonavir, Ribavirin and interferon beta 1b combination treatment {#sec0005}
===========================================================================

Hung and colleagues recently reported on an open label, multicenter, randomized, phase 2 trial evaluating triple combination therapy involving interferon beta-1b, lopinavir-ritonavir, and ribavirin to treat patients infected with COVID-19, and admitted to the hospital (1).

Lopinavir-ritonavir combination is an oral protease inhibitor. Ribavirin is an oral nucleoside analogue (1-9).

The rationale for the study design was partly based on early success with treating SARS in 2003, using lopinavir/ritonavir and ribavirin (1, 10). Mortality and need for intensive respiratory support was noted (1, 10). In an animal study involving marmosets, lopinavir-ritonavir or interferon beta -- 1b reduced viral load and improved lung pathology (1, 11). Combination antiviral therapy for patients hospitalized with severe influenza seemed to confer greater results, for those with high viral loads at presentation (1, 12, 13).

Studies have shown both SARS and MERS viral loads peak at \~7 -- 10 days after symptoms begin compared to COVID-19 which seems to peak at the time of clinical presentation (1, 13--15). This makes time sensitive administration of medications a challenge.

The study involved patients randomly assigned to the triple combination (lopinavir-ritonavir, ribavirin, and interferon beta 1b) or control group (lopinavir-ritonavir), in a 2:1 ratio, using simple randomization with no stratification. Treatment was less than 7 days from symptom onset -- triple combination 14 days of oral lopinavir 400 mg-ritonavir 100 mg every 12 h. If patients were intubated, it was administered through nasogastric tube), and ribavirin 400 mg every 12 h, and one to three doses of interferon beta-1b 1 mL (8 million IU) with each dose given on alternate days. Of note, if patients were recruited between days 7 and 14, interferon beta-1b injection was not provided owing to risk of proinflammatory risk.

Patients in the control group received only oral lopinavir-ritonavir at the same dose as treatment group, every 12 h for 14 days. Lopinavir-ritonavir was adjusted depending upon cardiac and hepatic status. Treatment had to be initiated within 48 h of hospital admission.

Other care was implemented as needed, which included oxygen, ventilator support, ECMO if needed, as well as availability to dialysis, and antimicrobials for secondary bacterial infection. Extensive laboratory and radiographic testing, EKG and regular monitoring were provided. CBC, LFTs, RFTs, C reactive protein, ESR and cytokine profile labs were obtained regularly.

All patients in the study had to have laboratory confirmation by reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) in nasopharyngeal swab. Primary outcome measures were time to achieve a negative RT-PCR, and secondary endpoints were time to symptom resolution (NEWS2 and SOFA scores of "0"), length of hospital stay, 30 -- day mortality, time to achieve negative RT-PCR. Regular monitoring for adverse events was provided.

The results revealed patients in the combination group had a shorter average time to negative nasopharyngeal swab; triple therapy 7 days, control 12 days. This effect was also seen in time to negative viral load from all specimens -- nasopharyngeal, posterior oropharyngeal saliva, throat swab, stool and urine specimens. Clinical improvement was better in the triple therapy group as well, where there is a shorter average time to alleviation of symptoms (NEWS2 Score 0); triple therapy 4 days, control 8 days. Shorter average median hospital stay was realized in the triple therapy group (9 days) compared to control group (14. 5 days). Interestingly the Il-6 concentration was significantly lower in the triple therapy group compared with control group, but TNFa and IL-10 concentrations were not significantly different between the groups, and no significant nsp5 mutations were identified.

Adverse events were reported in 48% of triple therapy group and 49% of control group patients. The most commonly noted adverse events were, diarrhea 41%, fever 38%, nausea 34%, elevated alanine transaminase 14%, and sinus bradycardia (3%); no significant difference between groups referable to adverse events, and these mostly resolved within 72 h after drug initiation, although 1 patient in the control group had a severe event of impaired liver enzymes, and treatment was discontinued.

Of note, patients who started treatment less than 7 days after the onset of symptoms demonstrated better clinical and virological outcomes in the triple therapy group compared with the control group. There was significant difference between the two treatment groups in the various outcomes among those who were treated 7 or more days after onset of symptoms.

The authors note that lopinavir/ritonavir, ribavirin and interferon beta 1b combination therapy holds promise in the treatment of COVID-19 when administered early after symptom onset, while lopinavir-ritonavir alone has similar effects to placebo on reducing viral load when treatment initiation is 13 days after symptom onset, with only some improvement in symptoms (8). They also point out that not all patients received interferon beta 1 b, which may be a key component of the combination treatment ([Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}) (17). Also critically ill patients were not enrolled in the study, limiting the generalizability of findings to severe cases.

Another combination study involving the use of arbidol and lopinavir-ritonavir, compared with lopinavir-ritonavir alone showed a negative viral load at day 7 post treatment in 75% of COVID-19 patients treated with the two drugs, compared with 35% who only received lopinavir-ritonavir, but it was a small cohort (1, 16).
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Ribavirin {#sec0006}
=========

Ribavirin is a guanine, oral nucleoside analogue, which inhibits viral RNA-dependent RNA polymerase. It has shown some in vitro activity against SARS, where high concentrations/high doses were required to inhibit viral replication (1.2 g to 2.4 g PO every 8 h), and combination therapy via intravenous or enteral administration (1, 2). Some studies have trialed inhaled ribavirin preparations to treat various viral illnesses. A study reviewing ribavirin in the treatment of respiratory syncytial virus found no significant benefit of inhalation administration over intravenous or enteral (1, 3).

Ribavirin research has been ongoing against coronaviruses. Studies on the use of Ribavirin as a treatment for SARS were either inconclusive in terms of clinical benefit, or suggested possible harm referable to adverse events, which included hepatic and hematologic deleterious effects (1, 2). As an intervention against MERS, studies usually involved Ribavirin in combination with other therapeutics, often interferons, and did not reveal significant clinical benefit on outcomes or viral clearance (1, 4, 5).

Ribavirin is associated with dose-dependent hematological toxicity, which can be severe. It has been reported from some SARS studies that the high doses utilized resulted in \~60% of the patients developing hemolytic anemia (1, 2). It has been reported in one study of ribavirin as a treatment for SARS, \~75% of the patients had elevated transaminase levels (1, 2). In a large MERS observational study, \~40% of the patients on a ribavirin plus interferon intervention required blood transfusions (1, 5). Ribavirin is a teratogen (1, 6).

To date the beneficial use of ribavirin as monotherapy, including as inhalation treatment against COVID-19 has not been reported. Research into the use of Ribavirin in the treatment of COVID-19 is ongoing, and to date the data do not commend the use of this antiviral as monotherapy.

Ribavirin may have a role as part of an antiviral cocktail in the treatment of COVID-19. As monotherapy it may not have significant clinical effect in safe dose ranges, but might contribute synergistically, and help confer some clinical benefit, as was suggested in the study described earlier where lopinavir/ritonavir, ribavirin, and interferon beta 1b were used in combination (7). Further study is needed.
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Favipiravir {#sec0007}
===========

Previously referred to as T-705, it is a purine nucleotide prodrug -- favipiravir ribofuranosyl-5'-triphosphate, and when activated inhibits the RNA polymerease, halting viral replication. It has been initially trialed against influenza and Ebola viruses (1--4), but has shown broader activity against other RNA virues (1, 5). Dose has been influenced by the target virus being treated. Based upon previous experience with various infections, it is postulated that higher dose ranges should be considered if favipiravir is trialed against COVID-19. It has a t ½ of 5 h (1, 6).

A prospective, multicenter RCT clinical trial compared favipiravir to arbidol in the treatment of moderate and severe COVID-19 infections (1, 7). A total of 120 patients were in each arm of the study. Clinical recovery by day 7 for patients suffering moderate severity illness was 71.4% in the favipiravir group, and 55.9% in the arbidol group. In both the severely ill, and combined group of moderate with severely ill patients, no significant difference between the two medications were noted (7).

From a clinical trial perspective suggested dosage is:Loading dose 2400 mg to 3000 mg every 12 h × 2 doses, followed byMaintenance dose 1200 mg to 1800 mg × 12 h)

While favipiravir has shown potential benefit, it is cautioned this therapeutic agent is still investigational, continues being studied, and is not currently FDA approved for routine treatment of COVID-19 (2--4). Adverse event profiles seem mild at lower doses, and not well described at the higher end of the dose range, which would likely be required for COVID-19 (1, 8--11). Prior experience suggests it is relatively well tolerated by patients. Again further research is needed, and ongoing.
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Umifenovir (Arbidol) {#sec0008}
====================

Arbidol is an antiviral that may prove promising given the mechanism of action seems aligned with the manner in which COVID-19 interacts with the host cell (1--4). Arbidol is an S protein/ACE2 membrane fusion inhibitor that is postulated to help prevent COVID-19 viral fusion to host cells. (1, 5--9) ([Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"} ) (9).Fig. 3 Fig. 3

Arbidol is an anti-influenza drug that targets the influenza virus hemagglutinin (HA), and according to a May 2020 article in Cell Discovery, is being used in a clinical trial against COVID-19 (ChiCTR2000029573) and has been recently added to the Guidelines for the Diagnosis and Treatment of COVID-19 (sixth and seventh editions) in China (1, 3). They report that a recent retrospective study suggested the use of arbidol treatment showed a tendency to improve discharge rate and decreased mortality rate in COVID-19 patients4. They rightly point out that there is a need for greater research in terms of the effectiveness of anti-influenza drugs against COVID-19 (1, 2, 4).

It is also approved in The Russian Federation as both prophylaxis, and treatment of influenza (1). In vitro research suggests it has antiviral activity against SARS (1, 6).

Based on limited data using Arbidol in China, the recommended dose for influenza (200 mg orally every 8 h) is being used for the treatment of COVID-19 in studies. Recently reported from China, a non RCT study of 67 patients infected with COVID-19 using Umifenovir for an average treatment time of 9 days was associated with lower mortality rates compared to patients who were not treated with this medication (1, 7). It was also noted that patients treated with umifenovir had higher discharge rates from hospital. This was a small study, and not an RCT, so results should be taken with caution. Ongoing RCT are being conducted to further evaluate the role of this antiviral in the treatment of COVID-19 (1, 7).

Xu et al reported a retrospective cohort study of NCP patients who received empiric al antiviral regimens with or without Arbidol. A total of 111 patients from two clinical centers in China were enrolled (2). The arbital plus symptomatic care group (A+ER) seemed to do better clinically as suggested by the decreased need for high flow nasal catheter (HFNC) oxygen therapy compared to the symptomatic treatment only group ER (P=0.002). About 55.1% patients in group A+ER had focal absorption on chest CT images, higher than 32.2% in group ER (P=0.016). They note the beneficial effect of Arbidol was more apparent in patients with mild illness severity at admission. Side effects of the Arbidol were minimal in this study. Their conclusion: study results suggest Arbidol could accelerate viral clearance, improve focal absorption on radiologic images, and reduce demand for HFNC oxygen therapy during hospitalization. These effects were pronounced in patients with mild illness at admission. The authors assert their results provide a basis for clinical use of Arbidol and supports for further randomized controlled trials in patients with COVID-19 pneumonia.

Chinese research was described in the European Pharmaceutical Review concerning an exploratory Phase IV randomized, open-label, controlled study on the safety and efficacy of either lopinavir/ritonavir (LPV/r) or Arbidol (8). The study assessed 86 patients with mild-to-moderate COVID-19, with 34 randomly assigned to receive LPV/r, 35 to receive Arbidol and 17 with no antiviral medication as a control. All three groups showed similar outcomes at seven and 14 days, with no differences between groups in the rates of fever reduction, cough alleviation or improvement of chest CT scan. Patients in both drug groups experienced adverse events such as diarrhoea, nausea and loss of appetite during the follow-up period, while no apparent adverse event occurred in the control group (8).

As noted earlier, these antivirals are approved as treatments for HIV-1 and influenza, respectively in certain nations. Some in vitro studies and reports suggested possible clinical benefit from these therapies as treatments for COVID-19. But results from this study suggest neither drug improves the clinical outcome of patients hospitalized with mild-to-moderate cases of COVID-19 compared to supportive care only (8).

Allergic reaction, gastrointestinal upset, elevated transaminases are known adverse events. Arbidol is metabolized through CYP3A4; requiring awareness of other meds administered that are strong inducers/inhibitors (1, 5 -- 7).
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Anticytokine therapy {#sec0009}
====================

As discussed earlier in the Immune Response and Clinical Sections, the phenomenon of "cytokine storm" ([Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}) has been well reported and documented in multiple severely ill COVID-19 infected patients (1). Various approaches in the prevention and/or attenuation of this phenomenon are essential for the critically ill patient (1--4).

As a brief review, the use of anticytokine and immunomodulatory therapeutics is based upon evidence that the severe lung damage and extrapulmonary organs results from an amplified immune response that leads to significant cytokine release -- what has been referred to as "cytokine storm." Early research has implicated IL-6 as a primary contributor in this inflammatory cascade (1--4).
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Tocilizumab {#sec0010}
===========

Tocilizumab is an IL-6 antagonist and can cause immune-suppression (1--4). IL-6 is a proinflammatory cytokine, associated with cytokine storm (3--8). Therefore one approach to this immune mediated cytokine damage is the use of monoclonal antibodies that target IL-6, with the hope this could attenuate the cascade safely, without interfering with other and beneficial host immunity, leading to clinical improvement. Tocilizumab as a monoclonal antibody IL-6 receptor antagonist, and FDA approved therapeutic used in the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis, and cytokine release syndrome which can result after chimeric antigen receptor T cell therapy, it seems a potential candidate in the treatment of COVID-19 (4, 9). And with the need to address the well described cytokine storm impacting severely ill COVID-19 infected patients, tocilizumab has been utilized in a variety of clinical trials.

In a small study involving 21 patients infected with COVID-19, 91% of those who received tocilizumab, showed clinical improvement (4, 10). characterized as improved respiratory function, rapide defervescence, and discharge from health care facility. Of note, most patients received 1 dose 400 mg (4, 10).

In another COVID-19 study evaluating the use of tocilizumab as a treatment for the hyperimmune state associated with cytokine storm, following initiation, there is elevation in the IL-6 levels and CRP levels dramatically decreased (3).

There have been Chinese studies that suggest Tocilizumab is beneficial treating severely ill patients who have extensive bilateral lung involvement, with elevated Il-6 levels. They administered Tocilizumab with a first dose 4 -- 8 mg/kg. The recommended dose was 400 mg with 0.9% saline diluted to 100 ml, and an infusion time of more than 1 hour. Patients without good initial response, an additional and identical dose as above was given 12 h after the first one, with a total recommended maximum in their experience of 2 doses (3).

These results are encouraging but should be cautiously interpreted; these were small trials. In March 2020 the FDA approved a phase III study involving the use of tocilizumab in a COVID -19 study. Additional and larger trials are underway, including RCTs, where tocilizumab is being studied alone, and as combination therapy (4, 11).
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Anakinra {#sec0011}
========

This is an IL-1B antagonist, and has been posited as a possible intervention against COVID-19 or other infection related cytokine storm (1--3). In a study involving patients with severe sepsis, Anakinra improved 28 day survival (3). As with tocilizumab, further study is needed.
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Sarilumab {#sec0012}
=========

Another IL-6 receptor antagonist, also approved for the treatment of Rrheumatoid arthritis, is currently being evaluated for the treatment of hospitalized patients severely ill by COVID-19, as part of a multicenter, double blind research study (1,2).

Other candidate monoclonal antibodies are also being studied in the US, China, and elsewhere, including bevacizumab, which is an anti-vascular endothelial growth factor medication, fingolimod, which is an immunomodulatory approved for the treatment of multiple sclerosis (MS), and eculizumab, which is an antibody inhibiting terminal complement therapeutic (1, 3).

Research to develop antibodies that target specific aspects of the viral lifecycle and virus-host interaction is underway. For example, a human monoclonal antibody is being tested in preclinical research targeting a common epitope, which may allow it to block COVID-19 infection. It may work on SARS coronavirus as well (1, 4).

The clinician is recommended to be alert to these interventions as newer data are released; as adjunctive they may confer clinical benefit for the moderately to severely ill COVID-19 patient. Again further research is required.
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Interferon {#sec0013}
==========

Type 1 interferons (IFN--I) are a diverse group of cytokines that are further distinguished as α and β, ε, ω and κ subtypes. They are involved in a complex immune response to pathogens. In terms of viral illness, upon early infection, IFN-I are among the first cytokines produced (1--7). Through a complex cascade of host-viral interaction, and can contribute to defeating the viral pathogen, as well as being involved in inflammation. Interferons are designed to interfere with viral replication and spread by multiple mechanisms, resulting in the activation of adaptive immunity. As immunomodulators, IFN-I have been used clinically, including multiple sclerosis with varying degrees of success.

The use of interferons in the treatment of COVID-19 remains investigational (2). Some studies have shown benefit when utilized in combination therapy, but methodological differences, patient populations and combination therapies utilized make recommendations about the use of interferons premature. Though promising, further research is needed.
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Convalescent plasma - immunoglobulin therapy {#sec0014}
============================================

The use of convalescent plasma or hyperimmune globulins -- immunoglobulin therapy is based upon the notion that antibodies obtained from patients who have recovered from the illness in question may confer benefit with the circulating virus, and cell immune clearance (1, 2).

Administering convalescent plasma is not a novel concept new to COVID-19 treatment. This has been used for other viral illnesses, including as rescue therapy for persons infected with SARS MERS and H1N1 influenza (1, 3--5). For example, a prospective observational study involving 93 critically ill patients infected with H1N1, convalescent plasma was administered to 20 patients. Those who received it had a reduction in mortality (20%) compared to ones who did not receive it (54.8%) with p=.01. (5).

In another post hoc meta-analysis of observational studies involving SARS or severe influenza, administration of hyperimmune globulin and convalescent plasma was associated with reduced mortality. The authors of this meta-analysis caution the studies included were not uniformly high rigor projects, and there was risk of bias (1, 6).

IVIG has been utilized in China as well (7, 8) to treat COVID-19, due to the potential for immune substitution and immune-modulation. As an intervention for COVID-19 there are emerging data from China, and the United States commending the use of convalescent plasma, such that the FDA in March 2020 released guidance on screening donors for COVID-19 convalescent plasma (9), as well as information to request emergency investigational new drug application (INDA).
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Corticosteroids {#sec0015}
===============

Corticosteroids are well known as immunomodulators, and can reduce the inflammatory response, something well described in highly pathogenic coronavirus infections, including COVID-19 infection, and well as severe influenza and other illnesses (1--10). The benefit of reducing the often significant inflammation associated with COVID-19 illness should be balanced against the risk of delaying viral clearance, and increasing the risk of a secondary infection (1--5, 8--10).

A retrospective study looking at the role of corticosteroids in the treatment of SARS showed a reduction in mortality rate and shortened hospital stay, with secondary infections and other complications uncommon (1, 6). There are data where the use of corticosteroids in SARS patients led to adverse events, too (1, 7). Early administration with corticosteroids increased plaszma viral load in non ICU patients with resultant exacerbation of illness.

Owing to the immune modulating effect of corticosteroid -- and they have been utilized for many years to treat a variety of clinical illnesses, timing is important. It is postulated that administering corticosteroids prematurely may inhibit or deleteriously influence the immune defense system, resulting in an increased viral load, which can lead to progressive clinical consequences. Because of this, glucorticoids have been reserved to critically ill patients experiencing cytokine storm. Moreover high doses have not been encouraged in the setting of coronavirus, as it may cause a level of immunosuppression that delays viral clearance (1, 8).

Although corticosteroids have been utilized in the setting of critical care patients under selected circumstances, the use of these medications in COVID -- 19 warrant caution.

A 2019 meta-analysis of patients with influenza pneumonia treated with corticosteroids revealed an increased risk of mortality, and secondary infection (2, 9). A Chinese study showed some clinical benefit from corticosteroids in COVID-19 but it was not an RCT, and there were methodological limitations, such that the results should be considered with caution (2, 10).

In mid June 2020 a group of British researchers announced their findings from an RCT involving the use of dexamethasone in the treatment of COVID-19 patients. Although the study results at the time of the announcement had not been published in peer reviewed journals for assessment by the wider medical community, these are the results they provided. They are listed for information only, especially in the absence of peer review citation at the time of this writing.

The Co-Chief study investigator, Dr. Peter Horby, Nuffield Department of Medicine, as part of the British National Health Service (NHS) announced the results mid June 2020: A total of 2104 patients were randomized to receive dexamethasone 6 mg once per day by mouth or by intravenous injection for 10 days and were compared with 4321 patients randomized to usual care alone. Dexamethasone reduced deaths by one-third in ventilated patients (rate ratio 0.65 \[95% confidence interval 0.48 to 0.88\]; p=0.0003) and by one fifth in other patients receiving oxygen only (0.80 \[0.67 to 0.96\]; p=0.0021) (11).

Because the actual study has yet to be published at the time of this manuscript -- the specifics, such as "usual care alone," any confounding in terms of variable use of other interventions, timing of administration, and other considerations are not available for wider scrutiny or assessment at the time of this writing. Therefore any new enthusiasm for corticosteroids must be measured.

Overall the data are lacking in terms of supporting the routine use of corticosteroids in the treatment of COVID-19. Will there be subpopulations that may benefit from the addition of corticosteroids to the treatment regimen, perhaps. This may include those experiencing cytokine storm, or mechanical ventilation, or pre-ventilation oxygen therapy. But the data remain to be seen and assessed.

As with any clinical decision, the status, comorbidities, and level of illness, multiorgan involvement and other considerations must be taken into account, as patients circumstance reveal. Timing within the known pathogenesis of the illness, current clinical condition, risks and benefits should be weighed to provide optimal care for each patient. Caution should be taken when considering routine administration of corticosteroids in the clinical setting.
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Vaccine research {#sec0016}
================

To date there are no clinically approved vaccines for COVID-19 or the other highly pathogenic coronaviruses. There are however a significant number of vaccine candidates in various stages of design, and clinical trials -- from bench to Phase III approval pending. As discussed in the SARS and MERS section, coronaviruses pose complex challenges to treatment as well as vaccine development, with questions persisting in terms of immune response, and duration of protection, as well as basic effectiveness and safety considerations.

A more in depth look at the many candidates, (several of which are based upon the same science discussed in the SARS and MERS sections of this article) would make this article prohibitively long, especially in the absence of a near to approval vaccine.

The current mainstay of COVID-19 rests upon reducing the transmission through personal and public health practices, and current clinical guidelines, as well as available therapeutic interventions.

ACE inhibitors/ARBs {#sec0017}
===================

The use of angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors (ACE I), and angiotensin receptor blockers (ARBs) for hypertension management has been raised as an issue of potential concern, but the American Heart Association (AHA), American College of Cardiology (ACC) and the Heart Failure Society of America (HFSA), three organizations dedicated to various forms of heart disease have come out with a joint statement cautioning against the abrupt cessation of these medications, and counseled that patients with underlying cardiovascular comorbidities being managed with these classes of medications should continue with ongoing treatment in spite of the possible COVID-19 risk from ACEi and ARBs (1).

In their joint statement they offer the following *\"The continued highest standard of care for cardiovascular disease patients diagnosed with COVID-19 is top priority, but there are no experimental or clinical data demonstrating beneficial or adverse outcomes among COVID-19 patients using ACE-I or ARB medications,\" said Richard J. Kovacs, MD, FACC. \"We urge urgent, additional research that can guide us to optimal care for the millions of people worldwide with cardiovascular disease and who may contract COVID-19. These recommendations will be adjusted as needed to correspond with the latest research.\"* They further recommend tailoring medical care in the event that a cardiovascular patient is infected with COVID-19, on an individual basis(1).

Individuals who seem susceptible to more severe outcomes from COVID-19 include those with underlying cardiovascular disease, and diabetes. Modifiable risks for cardiovascular disease are well described, and include hypertension and obesity -- two clinical conditions that have also been associated with increased risks of greater severity COVID-19 illness. ACE inhibitors and ARBs have become important options for treating hypertension. Is there an association between ACE I or ARB use and worse outcomes with COVID-19? (2). One concern associated with ACE-inhibitors is the potential upregulation of angiotensin converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptor allowing greater COVID-19 entry.

As discussed earlier, host cell proteins ACE2 and transmembrane protease serine S2 (TMPRSS2) are essential for COVID-19 entry into cells. Physiologically ACEi and ACE2 act in somewhat oppositional function, albeit a simplistic comparison does not reveal the complex and dynamic interplay or range of characteristics, let it suffice that ACE 2 works more in a vasodilatory fashion, and ACE plays a vasoconstrictive role (3).

Animal experiments demonstrated ACE I and ARBs up-regulated ACE2 in cell membranes (4). This upregulation contributed to concerns that these medications might increase human susceptibility to COVID-19 infection, and lead to more severe illness. A question posited to be addressed -- does the increased ACE2 automatically lead to an increase in TMPRSS2?

A recent commentary in JAMA also raise the notion, might not ACE2 upregulation confer some beneficial effect on the pulmonary manifestations of COVID-19, specifically inflammation associated with SARS2 pneumonia, and could this lead to an improvement in clinical status (3)?

There is ongoing research looking at the potential therapeutic risks or benefits that may be associated with these medications in the context of COVID-19 (2, 3, 5). The question arises might ACE-inhibitors confer some clinical benefit against COVID-19 given this virus utilizes the ACE2 receptor for cell entry.

In late June 2020, a retrospective, cohort study involving over 4000 patients was reported on the association of ACE inhibitors or ARBs with COVID-19 diagnosis and mortality was reported (5). There were 895 patients taking ACE I or ARBs compared to 3585 non users of these medications. Taking into account the retrospective nature of the study, among 571 patients with COVID-19 and hypertension, their conclusion was that ACE I or ARB use among this cohort was not significantly associated with higher incidence of COVID-19 infection compared with those patients treated with other antihypertensive medications. Death or severe COVID-19 occurred in 31.9% of ACE or ARB users compared with 14.2% of non users by day 30. The authors suggest in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, their findings do not support the discontinuation of ACE I or ARB that are clinically necessary.

More research is needed in terms of ACE2 and COVID-19 infection, from a virology, pathophysiology, and potential antiviral intervention perspective, as well as further risk/benefit assessments for hypertensive patients taking ACE I and ARBs.
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Other interventions {#sec0018}
===================

In the course of ICU management of the severely ill patient a variety of interventions have been attempted, especially as pertains to COVID-19. These include mechanical ventilation, and extracorporeal membrane oxygenation -- both of which are familiar to most clinicians.

In addition to the currently described, as well as ongoing research into options available to clinicians in the management of COVID-19, the use of hyperbaric oxygen has gained interest, and so we will provide a short discussion of research into this modality for severe pulmonary illness.

Hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBOT) {#sec0019}
================================

Owing to the significant number of severely ill patients progressing to intensive care units, some requiring mechanical ventilation, ECMO and other aggressive interventions, alternative therapeutic approaches to address COVID-19 associated hypoxia have been posited. These include the use of hyperbaric oxygen delivery (1, 2).

Hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBOT) is an FDA approved treatment, although currently not for the specific treatment of COVID-19, but has been successfully used for a variety of clinical indications to deliver high concentration oxygen. One of the benefits of HBOT, it can deliver oxygen under high pressure making tissue uptake more efficient. Clinical experience has shown some positive benefit from HBOT for chronic wounds, late effects of radiation, reperfusion injuries, necrotizing fasciitis, compromised grafts/skin flaps, carbon monoxide poisoning and diving associated decompression illness (3, 4).

The rationale for HBOT to overcome the hypoxia that contributes to progressive clinical decline in severe and critically ill patients. The hyperimmune response from COVID-19 contributes a cascade of effects that may contribute to the pulmonary damage and subsequent hypoxia. It is postulated HBOT may also attenuate the impact of this infection-hyperimmune response. Owing to the powerful oxygen delivery that results from HBOT research is underway to evaluate a possible role in the treatment of COVID-19 associated pulmonary compromise.

Additional considerations and potential benefits postulated (5) include the notion hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBOT) - exposing patients to 100% oxygen under increased atmospheric pressure up to 2.4 atm could improve outcomes from COVID-19 not unlike benefit derived with other infections treated this way. Benefit may maximize when administered early.

Some data from human and animal models suggest as soon as a reduction of arterial oxygen concentration is noted. Referencing animal research, it has demonstrated early HBOT improved outcomes from sepsis. It is suggested this is the result of a reduction in the inflammatory response, catalyzed by infection (6). HBOT delivers oxygen at elevated partial pressure, facilitating tissue penetration rapidly, and at higher concentrations; more effective than hemoglobin oxygen delivery. To be sure, mechanical ventilation remains a mainstay of treatment for hypoxic COVID-19 patients in critical care. But both mechanic ventilation and HBOT can elevate the levels of arterial O2. It has been suggested that HBOT adds another dimension; the increased concentration of O2 delivered to tissues by HBOT administered at 2.4 atm provides acts as a signal for cells, which may induce two transcription factors, that enhance the immune system. These are Nrf-2 which stimulates the production of cell defense, some of which are involved in the oxidative stress response, and heat shock transcription factor 1 (HSTF 1) which can catalyze production of anti-inflammatory proteins (7). Moreover the increased level of oxygen by HBOT may help preserve cellular metabolism and organ function.

Results of a recent small study using HBOT seem to corroborate the potential clinical benefit to hypoxic COVID -- 19 patients. The study demonstrated clinical improvement without the need to advance patients to mechanical ventilation (1, 8).

To date there remain a not insignificant proportion of COVID-19 patients who progress to severe disease. As the authors of this study rightly state older persons and individuals with severe comorbidities are at increased risk of developing severe pulmonary decline, often requiring mechanical ventilation (1, 8). Not surprisingly, once intubated, the risk of mortality increases significantly, in spite of the emergence of multiple pharmacologic agents and the use of combination therapies, including hydroxychloroquine-azithromycin, remdesevir, toclizumab, and others which have shown some clinical benefit -- either reducing the impact of the infection, interrupting COVID-19s life-cycle or attenuating the cytokine storm effect. Rescue approaches, and interventions that may prevent, at least in some cases, the progression from severe disease to mechanical ventilation was a rationale for their study.

Caveats to the study (8) - enrollment was small (n=5). All patients had tachypnea and low oxygen saturation despite receiving high FiO~2~. HBOT was added with the objective to prevent a need for mechanical ventilation. Using a standard dive intervention protocol (2.0 ATA for 90 minutes) was utilized. Patients received between one and six treatments in one of two dedicated hyperbaric chambers. Their results -all patients recovered without need for mechanical ventilation; HBOT use led to oxygen saturation increase, resolution of tachypnea, and decline in inflammatory markers. They note achieving a decrease in oxygen requirement below an FiO2 of 50% took between one and six HBOT sessions, with an average of five HBOT treatments per patient. Their results are similar to a case series reported from China (8).

In their conclusion, the authors rightly remind once on the ventilator, COVID-19 patients are difficult to wean and not surprisingly the risk of mortality rises sharply. One approach that may have positive benefit, but requires additional study is HBOT. They postulate the hyperoxygenation state afforded by HBOT, breathing oxygen under pressure may reverse the hypoxia caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus, and offer another hypothesis concerning anti-inflammatory and potential viricidal properties of HBOT making this intervention worth considering in COVID-19 patients (8).

While HBOT is an interesting potential intervention for consideration in the COVID-19 hypoxic patient, it is not FDA specifically approved for this indication, there remain unanswered questions. For example the potential risks remain to be fully elucidated as there have been only small studies to date (1, 5, 8, 9). What are the recommended dose schedules, time to administer, and under what conditions in COVID-19 illness? Moreover there is the issue of logistics. Not every health care facility or region has access to hyperbaric oxygen therapy. Transporting critically ill patients to an HBOT chamber, or where to locate one in proximity to an ICU, as well as the small number of patients that can be accommodated in HBOT at one time, will require more research. Of note, NYU is in the process of commencing an HBOT in COVID-19 study, and other research into this continues.
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